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The Use of Spectrum for Broadcasting
It is NABA’s Position that:
The use of radio-frequency spectrum
by broadcasters remains an important
vehicle for the efficient and scalable
delivery of high-quality media content
and emergency alerting services to
both fixed and mobile audiences,
specifically relying on the following
services and systems;
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NABA’s Spectrum Position Statement
DTV Broadcasting Service
Any spectrum reallocation associated with the broadcasting services, specifically at VHF
(54 – 88 MHz and at 174 – 210 MHz) and UHF frequencies (470- 698 MHz), must
continue to preserve the spectrum bandwidth allocation and the protected service area
of existing DTV assignments, where such stations wish to continue to operate an overthe-air service using a full bandwidth 6 MHz broadcast channel.
Contiguous spectrum should be allotted in the bands assigned to the broadcast service
to allow for the robust delivery of high-quality media content, data and signaling that
meets or exceeds the capabilities of current fixed and mobile reception and display
devices as well as those that are expected to be deployed in the future.
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NABA’s Spectrum Position Statement
Radio Broadcasting Service
The AM (535 – 1605 kHz) and FM (88 – 108
MHz) radio broadcasting bands must continue to
be allocated to the Broadcasting Service in North
America as a primary allocation.
Radio
broadcasting continues to be a ubiquitous and
highly-effective service, essential to the public for
the dissemination of news, information and public
safety information.
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NABA’s Spectrum Position Statement
Electronic News Gathering (ENG) Systems
The spectrum currently allocated in the 2 GHz, 7
GHz, 13 GHz and 15 GHz bands for terrestrial
electronic news gathering in North America must
continue to be allocated for this use.
Broadcasters depend on such ENG systems to
be able to immediately collect from the field to
production centers and then broadcast breaking
news events, including emergency alerting, to the
general public. The current spectrum allocation in
the 2 GHz band is inadequate to meet the
existing requirements of broadcasters in many
markets who rely on this spectrum to cover news
and keep their local communities informed.
Reduction of this spectrum allocation would result
in significant loss in broadcaster’s capability to
deliver vital news and information to their viewers.
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NABA’s Spectrum Position Statement
Satellite Distribution Systems
The use of spectrum allocated at C-Band (3.7 – 4.2
GHz downlink and 5.925 GHz to 6.425 GHz uplink)
and at Ku-band (11.7 GHz to 12.2 GHz downlink and
14.0 to 14.5 GHz uplink) in the Fixed-Satellite
Service is essential to North American broadcasters’
operations. Systems employing these FSS bands
have been extensively deployed in North America
over decades, primarily for the distribution of content
from network centers to affiliated stations, cable
head-ends and to other receiving systems.
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NABA’s Spectrum Position Statement
Related Systems
Wireless
microphone
and
IFB
(interruptible fold/feedback) systems are
vital
for
broadcast
operations,
specifically
for
communications
amongst field news reporters and their
photographers, production or sports and
entertainment programming and among
network center and production field
crews. Broadcasters in North America
continue to require sufficient UHF
spectrum for the continued interferencefree operation of these systems.
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NABA’s Spectrum Position Statement
Summary
NABA will continue to participate
actively in spectrum studies of the
radio-frequency bands both assigned
and associated with broadcasting, in
order to ensure the continued efficient
use of these bands for broadcast
media content distribution.
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NABA’s Spectrum Position Statement

Next Steps
•Review by the WBU Technical Committee of the
NABA Spectrum Statement for approval (this may
require editing to reflect global spectrum
concerns)
•Assuming approval, then a review by the
Secretaries General and Directors General of the
WBU where it may become a Declaration of the
WBU
•Lobbying Document at the ITU and with
broadcast member governments.
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NABA Action: WRC-15
What We’ve done to date and We will continue to do through to WRC-15

Participated at JTG 4-5-6-7 and prepared a contribution principally on the Effects of IMT Mobile
Telecommunications-Advances Systems on C-Band earth station. The conclusions of our last
Sharing Study were:

•Both in-band and adjacent-band cases including short-term and long-term interference
criteria were evaluated, as well as non-linear effects. Consideration of the suitability of this
band as a possible candidate band should take into account the results and conclusions of
this sharing study.
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NABA Action: WRC-15

•The conclusion of this study was that sharing the band from 3400 MHz to 4200 MHz
is not feasible due to the size of the needed exclusion zones, and the large number of
C-Band earth stations that would need to be protected. For the in-band case, the
required protection distances were dependent on the type of base station scenario
with the macro cell cases requiring the largest exclusion zones.
•Similarly, for the adjacent band case, IMT-A system use will create unacceptable
restrictions to avoid radio-frequency interference or large-signal interactions with CBand earth stations for macro cell base station scenarios. For the small cell
scenarios, the size of the exclusion zones were smaller, but still large enough to make
sharing of the adjacent band not feasible.
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NABA Action: WRC-15

•

In the months ahead we will continue to participate in the full range of JTG 4-5-6-7
activities including interference and UHF broadcast spectrum and we will take these
positions on to WRC-15.

•

It must be remembered that the interests of the GSMA people and those identities
and institutions which support them are ubiquitous in their presence and rich in
resources. In order to just maintain what the broadcast and distribution community
now enjoys we must be equally present and not shy about committing resources to
maintain our interests.
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